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在這篇論文裡，我們提出一個在多錯誤的網路環境下傳輸影像的 UEP （Unequal Error Protection）系統。我們使用含在 H.264 標準裡的工具 — FMO (Flexible Macroblock Ordering)，並提出了失真預測方法來對所有的 Macroblocks 分類。為了讓錯誤隱藏更有效率，使用基於 Dispersed 模式所衍生出的新模式搭配 K-mean 分群演算法來分配 Macroblock 到各個 Slice groups。最後，我們提出收斂性動態預測來進一步加強所提出的 UEP 系統。實驗結果顯示我們的方法的確完善地保護重要的資料，且收斂性動態預測更加強了效果。

關鍵字：不對等保護、彈性宏塊次序、收斂性動態預測
Abstract

In this thesis, we present an unequal error protection (UEP) scheme for video transmission over error-prone networks. The Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO), included in H.264 standard, is used to accommodate different slice groups with different importance in a frame. We propose a distortion estimation scheme to define the importance of macroblocks and then assign macroblocks to slice groups based on a variation of the dispersed FMO mode and k-means clustering algorithm. Finally, a Converged Motion Estimation (CME) is proposed to further improve our proposed UEP scheme. The idea behind the proposed CME is to make important macroblocks concentrated on few only, so that the use of redundancy for error protection will be more efficient. The experimental results show that the important data is well protected using our proposed UEP scheme, and CME further improves the performance.

Keywords: Unequal error protection, Flexible macroblock ordering, Converged motion estimation
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the transmission of video in error-prone network, the packet loss is a key problem. The video is very sensitive to transmission error after being compressed. Associating the compressed bit-stream with forward error correction (FEC) for both error detection and error correction can overcome the problem but more network bandwidth is needed.

![Diagram of a typical video communication system](image)

**Figure 1.1** A typical video communication system [2]

A typical video communication system [2] involves many steps, as shown in figure 1.1. The video encoder first compresses the video source into a bit-stream for reducing the data rate. Then, the compressed bit-stream is assigned FEC segmented
into packets. While transporting packets, the Channel decoder receives the packets and corrects the error if packet is lost or damaged. Finally, the video decoder decodes the bit-stream to a reconstruct video.

In video source, some data are more important than others. For example, the picture headers are much more important than the block data because, once it is lost, the entire picture can not be constructed well. These important data should be protected so that they can be delivered with a much lower error rate as shown in figure 1.2 This is the concept of well-known Unequal Error Protection (UEP). An effective UEP scheme ponders the criteria of importance from many kinds of point of view and takes advantage of the different sensitivities of the output bit-stream of video encoder.

![Figure 1.2 Unequal Error Protection](image-url)

Traditionally, Reed-Solomon (RS) Codes [13] are used as FEC and are widely applied in digital communications and storage, such as DVD, wireless communications, and digital television. A Reed-Solomon code is specified as RS(n, k) with m-bit symbols. This meant that the total size is n symbols of m bits each, of which k symbols are the source data and n-k symbols are redundancy. The maximize error correcting capability is t symbols as shown in figure 1.3.
For example, a RS(255, 247) code with 8-bit symbols. Each codeword contain 255 bytes, of which 247 bytes are source data and 8 bytes are parity. In this case, we have $2t = n - k = 255 - 247 = 8$, so $t = 4$, meaning that the error correcting capability is 4 bytes. Thus, the Reed-Solomon decoder can correct any 4 symbols (4 bytes) in the codeword.

In a video transmission system, source and channel distortion would degrade the quality of the video. Such quality degradation can be reduced greatly if we could estimate the source and channel distortion correctly. Distortion estimation [7, 14, 17] is a domain researched widely and is the basic of Unequal error protection (UEP). Here we classify the general UEP methods into four categories as follows.

(a) Frame-based

In a Group of Picture (GOP), it is obviously that I frames are more important than P frames, and P frames are more important than B frames. If the I frame lost too many macroblocks, not only the I frame could not be concealed well, but also a lot of error propagation would brought. With the same reason, the front P frame are important than the rear P frame in the same GOP because the former would bring more error propagation than the latter. In [3, 11], frame-based unequal error protection schemes are proposed. As shown in figure 1.4 [11], the darker means the
more important, and therefore the more protection will be assigned. In figure 1.5 [3],
the concept of frame-based equal error protection (EEP) is shown in figure 1.4 (a),
and the unequal error protection (UEP) is shown in figure 1.4 (b).

**Figure 1.4** Different gray colors denote the degree of importance [11]

Hence, the information should be protected accordingly. In Figure 1.5 (a),
the GOPs are protected with a constant error protection, which is a classical approach.
In Figure 1.5 (b), the error protection decreases along the GOP, which is a novel approach.

**Figure 1.5** Repartition of the error protection redundancy over the GOPs:

(a) EEP (b) UEP [3]
(b) Scalability Layer based

The scalable video coding (SVC) in H.264 provides a full scalability including spatial, temporal and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalability. A SVC stream may consist of many layers with one base layer, and multiple enhancement layers. The base layer which provides basic video quality is much more important than enhancement layers. The higher enhancement layers which depend on the lower enhancement layers are less important. In [2, 15], scalability layer based UEP methods are proposed, which allocate different channel rate for different layers according their importance as shown in figure 1.6.

![Figure 1.6 Unequal error protection for the scalable units](image)

(c) Data Partitioning based

There are three different partition types used in data partition mode of H.264:

- Partition A: Header information.
Partition B: Intra Partition.

Partition C: Inter Partition.

Among them, Partition A is the most important and Partition C is the least important. Although Partition C is less important than Partition B, the volume of bit stream in Partition C is far more than that in Partition B. Different inter macroblocks included in Partition C may have different importance respectively, but there is no further partition in C type in current H.264 standard, which means the error protection degree for all the C type are the same. In [10], an unequal error protection method based on data partitioning for H.264 [5] are proposed. Their partition method subdivides Partition C into several subtypes for different inter-coded macroblocks according to the effect to error propagation.

In H.264, data partition is a good tool to partition the bit stream into several segments, but it is not available in other standards, such as H.263. A UEP framework which applies reordering process is proposed [6] for H.263. As shown in figure 1.7, after H.263 encoder encodes the video source, the Ordering Module will order the bit stream according to the importance, and the Re-ordering Module at the decoder will reorder the bit stream back to original bit stream encoded by H.263 Encoder.

![Figure 1.7 Reordering](image-url)
(d) Slice-based

Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) is a tool included in the H.264 standard to partition the entire frame into many slice groups. Because the slice groups will be transported separately, we can assign unequal error protection to these slice groups according to their importance, we call slice groups “slices” below. In [9, 12], data classification schemes with the H.264 explicit FMO mode are proposed as shown in figure 1.8. They use distortion estimation to estimation which macroblock would produce more distortion than others, and let those macroblocks be in the same slice with more protection.

Figure 1.8  Macroblock classification (a) without FMO, (b) dispersed map, (c) original frame of Forman, (d) explicit FMO mode  [12]
Generally, error concealment is well performed in dispersed FMO mode. In [1], a new FMO mode is proposed. They combined dispersed FMO mode and box-out FMO mode, named Explicit Spiral-Interleaved (ESI) FMO mode, as shown in figure 1.9.

![Figure 1.9](image)

**Figure 1.9**  ESI mode (a) combination of the dispersed mode and box-out mode
(b) dispersed mode (c) box-out mode  [1]

In the thesis, a slice-based UEP method is proposed, which provides a new variation of FMO pattern, based on dispersed mode and k-means clustering algorithm, to support unequal error protection. Besides we also propose a new motion estimation technique (called Converged Motion Estimation), which tries to make the macroblocks be referenced unequally as much as possible. That is, few macroblocks belonging to important slices are referenced with very high frequency; while others (belonging to less important slices) with low frequency. The experimental results show that such kind of unbalanced reference will significantly improve the efficiency of UEP. The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives the introduction to related works of UEP, and chapter 3 gives our motivation. Our proposed scheme is discussed in chapter 4 and chapter 5, and the experimental results are shown in chapter 6. The conclusion is given in the last chapter.
Chapter 2

Related Works

In chapter 1, we have introduced four categories of UEP. Both frame based scheme and data partition scheme can not provide UEP at fine granular level, such as macroblocks, and scalability layers scheme must be used in scalable stream, thus we chosen slice based scheme for our proposed UEP method to be based upon. In this chapter, we introduce previous slice-based UEP framework using FMO.

2.1 Macroblock Classification Scheme

For slice-based UEP, the importance of each macroblock will be estimated first. Some researches determined the importance of a macroblock according to its location [13]. The macroblocks located in the center of the frame are more important that those located on the frame boundaries. Region of Interest (ROI) based UEP [1, 7] emphasizes the regions which human favors, therefore, macroblocks located in the foreground regions are more important. In [15], they considered the three parameters: (1) the macroblock’s number of bits, (2) the distortion of the coded macroblock with respect to the original picture, and (3) the distortion of the macroblock if it is lost and concealed only using the surrounding macroblocks. In (1), the fewer number of bits a macroblock requires, the more important it will be, assume that there are two macroblocks MB1 and MB2 requiring R1 and R2 bits (R1 < R2) for transmission,
and one of them should be selected for better error protection. In (2), with the same reason, if the distortion of the coded macroblock is greater, the residual data will be also greater, thus the more number of bits will be needed. In (3), if the error for an individual macroblock provides a good replacement for it (with low distortion,) it will have an inferior importance. In [5], they considered the reconstructed distortion (that is, quantization error) only.

2.2 Macroblock Assignment

For the slice-based UEP, once the importance of each macroblock is determined, the next step is to assign each macroblock to difference slice according to the importance. In [15], assume two slices are used with slice 1 more important than slice 2. The MB with highest impact factor will be moved to slice 1. However, since this action will influence the neighboring macroblocks of the just moved macroblock, the importance of the neighboring macroblocks must be updated accordingly. The recalculation of macroblock importance and macroblock assignment are performed repeatedly till an optimal solution is found. This approach needs a great deal of computation complexity. In [5], they used three slices and compared the impact factors with two thresholds, Th and Tl, as follows.

- If impact factor $\geq$ Th : high importance slice
- If impact factor $<$ Th and $\geq$ Tl : medium importance slice
- If impact factor $<$ Tl : low importance slice

But the two thresholds are not easy to be determined.
2.3 Channel Rate Allocation

Once the FMO table is determined, which means that what slice each macroblock is belonged to has been decided, the encoding process can encode bit stream according to the FMO table now and the encoded bit stream will consist of separate slices. The issue then would be how to distribute the available FEC among these slices with different importance. In [9], the expected length of error propagation (ELEP) is used to describe the effect of packet loss on the decoded video quality in order to achieve optimal FEC assignment. Initially, each slice has the same number of FEC packets, and then processes a while loop with different number of FEC packets until the minimal distortion calculated using ELEP is achieved. Finally, the number of FEC packets is how much protection we will assign.
Chapter 3

Motivation

For slice-based UEP, macroblock assignment which determines the slices that each macroblock should belong to is the most important part. Some researches simply sorting the macroblocks according to their importance; while some others exhaustedly calculate all the possible combinations of assignment to find the optimal allocation (with minimum predicted distortion). In this thesis, we want to finish the macroblock assignment with a simple and fast flow to achieve good performance. Besides that general schemes passively determine the importance of each macroblock for macroblock classification according to the encoding result. We want to adopt an active way to converge important macroblocks such that highly important macroblocks are fewer and more concentrated. Protecting such highly-concentrated important macroblocks with more redundancy would make UEP work more effectively.
Chapter 4

Proposed UEP Method

In the chapter, we describe our proposed UEP method in detail. In figure 4.1, the source encoder encodes the bit stream at first, after encoding, the MB Classification module will calculate all impact factors of all MBs. After getting the impact factors, the MB Assignment module will assign all MBs into some slices according to the impact factors and generate a Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) table. Then, the source encoder uses the FMO table as input to encode with converged motion estimation (CME), CME would improve the efficiency of the UEP scheme. Finally, Channel Rate Allocation module uses the impact factors generated by MB Classification module to allocate the channel rates for assigning Reed-Solomon codes and transports the compressed video with FEC.

Figure 4.1  Flowchart
4.1 Macroblock Classification Scheme

In a frame, different macroblocks have different importance. For the macroblocks which will cause a great distortion if they were lost, we will regard them as more important and will protect macroblocks like these more than others. In our classification scheme, we introduce an ‘Impact Factor’ (IF) for each macroblock to represent its importance. The impact factor is the distortion we estimated.

To measure the impact factor of a macroblock, three distortions are considered: coding distortion $D_c$, concealment distortion $D_e$, and reconstruction distortion $D_{c'}$. The coding distortion $D_c$ mainly comes from quantization step during encoding process. $D_e$ is the distortion incurred by recovering the block being considered using the concealment method assumed by the encoder. $D_{c'}$ is distortion which is different from $D_c$ in that it includes the incurred distortion due to prediction from already concealed blocks in the reference frame.

Table 4.1 The symbol table for distortion estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF(MBi)</th>
<th>Impact factor of MBi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Packet loss rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_c$</td>
<td>Distortion of the reconstructed MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_e$</td>
<td>Distortion of the concealed MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{c'}$</td>
<td>Distortion of the reconstructed MB when the referred MB are lost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The processes of error concealment in intra coded macroblocks and inter coded macroblocks are not the same. The spatial error concealment is performed for intra coded macroblocks, and the temporal error concealment is performed for inter coded macroblocks, thus the distortion estimation is not the same for intra coded
macroblocks and inter coded macroblocks.

Let \( \text{IF}(\text{MB}_i) \) denote the impact factor of the macroblock \( \text{MB}_i \), and \( p \) the packet loss rate during network transmission. The impact factor for an intra-coded macroblock and an inter-coded macroblock are defined, respectively, as follows. The symbols used are summarized in table 4.1.

(1) **Intra coded macroblock:**

\[
\text{IF}(\text{MB}_i) = (1 - p) \cdot Dc + p \cdot De
\]

There are two cases as follows:

(a) Macroblock \( \text{MB}_i \) is not lost:

The probability is \( (1 - p) \), and the distortion is \( Dc \).

(b) Macroblock \( \text{MB}_i \) is lost:

The probability is \( p \), and the distortion is \( De \).

(2) **Inter coded macroblock:**

\[
\text{IF}(\text{MB}_i) = (1 - p)^2 \cdot Dc + (1 - p) \cdot p \cdot Dc' + p \cdot (1 - p) \cdot De + p^2 \cdot De
\]

There are four cases as follows:

(a) Both Macroblock \( \text{MB}_i \) and the referred macroblock are not lost:

The probability is \( (1 - p)^2 \), and the distortion is \( Dc \).

(b) Macroblock \( \text{MB}_i \) is not lost but the referred macroblock is lost:

The probability is \( (1 - p) \cdot p \), and the distortion is \( Dc' \).

(c) Macroblock \( \text{MB}_i \) is lost but the referred macroblock is not lost:

The probability is \( p \cdot (1 - p) \), and the distortion is \( De \).

(d) Both Macroblock \( \text{MB}_i \) and the referred macroblock are lost:

The probability is \( p^2 \), and the distortion is \( De \).
4.2 Macroblock Assignment

After getting impact factors of all macroblocks, we use the impact factors as input to assign all macroblocks to slices. The straightest method is to sort all the impact factors and then choose the one with the greatest impact factors to be assigned to the slice of high importance. But doing in this way make important macroblocks connected. If one slice was lost, the error concealment would be ineffective because the macroblocks around the lost macroblock are also lost as shown in figure 4.2. We will describe how to solve the problem in 4.2.1.

Figure 4.2  Connected MBs would cause the error concealment ineffective

The fixed-size slices and variable-size slices are two options for slice-based UEP. Fixed-size slices, while it is simple, it is not efficient for UEP. Consider the case in
figure 4.3 where there are 15 highly important macroblocks. With fixed-size slices, however, not only they would be assigned to slice 1, but also those macroblocks which are not really important would be assigned to it (total 33 MBs). More bit rate would be occupied because it needs more bit rate to protect slice 1 than other slices. We will describe how solve it in 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Dispersed mode

Dispersed mode is type 2 of slice group map in H.264 as shown in figure 4.4 (b). Error concealment is very effective in this mode because one slice, when it was lost, can be concealed from the other slice.

![Figure 4.4](image)

(a) Standard FMO mode (b) Raster scan FMO mode  (b) Dispersed FMO mode

Our macroblock assignment adopts the dispersed mode first with two slices (say slice1 and slice2) and then further split the two slices into more slices according to impact factor of macroblocks. In figure 4.5, assume we want to classify macroblocks into three different levels of importance, six slices will be used, where three slices comes from slice1 (all even macroblocks) and the other three comes from slice2 (all
odd macroblocks). It is obvious to notice that any macroblock belonging to slices 11, 12, and 13 must have adjacent macroblocks coming from slices 21, 22, as well as 23, and vice versa. Since no contiguous macroblocks will be assigned to the same slice, the error concealment could be effective. Regarding how to split a slice into more slices according to impact factor is described in 4.2.2.

![Macroblock assignment based on dispersed mode](image)

**Figure 4.5**  Macroblock assignment based on dispersed mode

### 4.2.2 K-means clustering

This section presents a method to further split a slice into more slices according to the impact factors of MBs. Based on the idea that more FEC will be assigned to protect macroblocks with more importance, it is better to group the macroblocks with similar impact factor into the same slice, such that channel rate allocation (described in section 4.3) would be more efficient. Thus, we simply formulate the macroblock assignment problem as a clustering problem and k-means clustering algorithm [8] is used. The k-means follows a simple and easy procedure to classify a given data set
into a certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) with distance far away from each other as much as possible. Here we regard each macroblock as a single data point and the impact factor as its position in the coordinate axis for the algorithm. In figure 4.6, an example is given to show the result of applying k-means clustering on 15 macroblocks with impact factors ranging from 6 to 89. We see that the subset with the greatest impact factors is \{89, 84, 81\} using k-means clustering, but it would be \{89, 84, 81, 59, 55\} using fixed size slices. The 59 and 55 should not be in the slice_{11} because their impact factors are not so high as 89, 84, and 81. Therefore, we use K-mean to cluster the whole set of impact factors into several variable size subsets, and generate a FMO table according to the macroblock assignment.

\[
\text{Impact factors in slice 1} = \{89, 84, 81, 59, 55, 51, 48, 46, 44, 42, 22, 21, 14, 8, 6\}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed size</th>
<th>Variable size with K-mean cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>slice_{11}</td>
<td>{89, 84, 81}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slice_{12}</td>
<td>{59, 55, 51, 48, 46, 44, 42}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slice_{13}</td>
<td>{22, 21, 14, 8, 6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slice_{11}</td>
<td>{89, 84, 81}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slice_{12}</td>
<td>{59, 55, 51, 48, 46, 44, 42}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slice_{13}</td>
<td>{22, 21, 14, 8, 6}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.6  An example of macroblock assignment with fixed size and variable size slices

4.3  Channel Rate Allocation

After slice assignment, the source encoder encodes again with the generated
FMO table. At first, we allocate the bit rate to each frame according to the importance of frames, and then allocate the bit rate of the frame to each slice according to the importance of slices. The importance of frame $i$ is specified as:

$$IF(\text{Frame}_i) = \sum_{MB_j \in \text{Frame}_i} IF(MB_j)$$

Then calculate the ratio of the impact factor of frame $i$ to the sum of impact factors of all frames, the ratio is how much bit rate will we allocate. Assume $A$ is the overall bit rate of GOP, $S$ is the source bit rate of GOP, and then $A - S$ is the redundancy bit rate of GOP for FEC. Therefore we can allocate the redundancy bit rate of frame in proportion as follows:

$$R_j = \frac{IF(\text{Frame}_i)}{\sum_{\text{Frame}_i \in \text{GOP}} IF(\text{Frame}_i)} \times (A - S)$$

The De of intra macroblocks are usually greater than that of inter macroblocks, so I frames will be allocated more bit rate than P frame. In figure 4.7, we gave an example of channel rate allocation for frames. In Frame 1, because the ratio of its impact factor to the sum of impact factors of all frames is 31%, it can be allocated 31% of redundancy bit rate, 19.14Kbps.
Once the redundancy bit rates assigned to each frame is determined, how much redundancy bit rate to be assigned to each slice can be decided now. We allocate redundancy bit rates to each slice of each frame according to the importance of each slice. The importance of slice \( i \), denoted by \( IF(\text{Slice}_i) \), is defined as the summation of the impact factor of all the macroblocks belonging to slice \( i \), as shown below.

\[
IF(\text{Slice}_i) = \sum_{MB_j \in \text{Slice}_i} IF(MB_j)
\]

The redundancy bit rate allocated to slice \( i \) is determined by the ratio of the impact factor of slice \( i \) to the sum of impact factors of all slices in one frame. \( R_j \) is the redundancy bit rate for FEC used by frame \( j \), therefore we can allocate this redundancy bit rate to each slice in frame \( j \) in proportional to their respective impact factor as follows:

Assume GOP size = 5, redundancy bit rate of GOP = 60Kbps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame 1</th>
<th>Frame 2</th>
<th>Frame 3</th>
<th>Frame 4</th>
<th>Frame 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF(Frame1) = 300</td>
<td>IF(Frame2) = 180</td>
<td>IF(Frame3) = 160</td>
<td>IF(Frame4) = 150</td>
<td>IF(Frame5) = 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 31%</td>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 19%</td>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 17%</td>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 15%</td>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 19.14 Kbps</td>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 11.48 Kbps</td>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 10.21 Kbps</td>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 9.57 Kbps</td>
<td>( \Rightarrow ) 9.57 Kbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7 An example of channel rate allocation for frames
\[ r_i = \frac{IF(Slice_i)}{\sum_{Slice_i \in Frame_j} IF(Slice_i)} \times R_j \]

In figure 4.8, we gave an example of channel rate allocation for slices. For slice 1, we assume its impact factor to be 100, there the ratio of its impact factor to the sum of impact factors of all slices would be 33%. The redundancy bit rate of FEC allocated to it will be 19.14 Kbps $\times$ 33% = 6.38 Kbps.

Assume 5 slices, redundancy bit rate of Frame 1 = 19.14Kbps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slice 1 in Frame 1</th>
<th>Slice 2 in Frame 1</th>
<th>Slice 3 in Frame 1</th>
<th>Slice 4 in Frame 1</th>
<th>Slice 5 in Frame 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF(Slice1) = 100</td>
<td>IF(Slice2) = 75</td>
<td>IF(Slice3) = 60</td>
<td>IF(Slice4) = 40</td>
<td>IF(Slice5) = 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 33%</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 25%</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 20%</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 13%</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 6.38 Kbps</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 4.785 Kbps</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 3.828 Kbps</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 2.552 Kbps</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ 1.595 Kbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.8 An example of channel rate allocation for slices

Finally, assign Reed-Solomon codes to the bit stream according to the allocation of channel rates and then transport the bit stream.
Chapter 5

Converged Motion Estimation

Because we assign more protection to more important macroblocks, these macroblocks will be more robust against transmission error. To achieve a better performance of UEP, we should make important macroblocks concentrated on few blocks only. Based on this idea, we proposed a Converged Motion Estimation (CME), which will make these important macroblocks be referred by other macroblocks as many as possible. CME is performed during the encoding process after macroblock assignment, as shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Flowchart
The proposed CME changes the general concept of motion estimation. Instead of choosing the macroblock with the least Mean Square Error (MSE) as reference for prediction, CME chooses the macroblock which is more important as reference if the increase in MSE is within an acceptable range. In figure 5.2, there are three candidates of reference macroblocks, with MSE being equal to 400, 450, and 1200, respectively. In the general process of motion estimation, the one with the least MSE, that is, the first candidate, will be chosen. Assume slice 2 is less robust (with less protection due to less important) compared to slice 1 against transmission error. For the first candidate which has 10% pixels located in slice 1, and 90% in slice 2, it might cause greater distortion due to many uncorrected errors, although it has a lower MSE. In this case, we prefer to choose the second candidate because it has 90% pixels located in slice 1 and 10% in slice 2 although it has a higher MSE.

Figure 5.2 A sketch map of converged motion estimation
To realize the concept above, we modify the definition of MSE by including penalty to the pixels that are referred to. It is specified as follows:

\[ MSE_{CME} = MSE + \sum_{i=1}^{k} (n_i \times c_i), \text{ where } k \text{ is the slice number} \]

where \( c_i \) is the per pixel penalty for slice \( i \); and \( n_i \) is the number of pixels located in slice \( i \) for the reference macroblock being under considered. The pixels in the slices of low impact factor will be assigned with large \( c_i \) meaning that reference to these pixels will get a worse MSE; while the pixels in the slices of high impact factor will have small \( c_i \) meaning that reference to them will get a better MSE.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{The per pixel penalty of slice } 1 &= 1 \ (c_1) \\
\text{The per pixel penalty of slice } 2 &= 2 \ (c_2)
\end{align*} \]

![Diagram](image)

(a) 33.3% in slice 1, 66.6% in slice 2
Original MSE = 50
\( MSE_{CME} = 50 + 15 = 65 \)

(b) 66.6% in slice 1, 33.3% in slice 2
Original MSE = 52
\( MSE_{CME} = 52 + 12 = 64 \)

**Figure 5.3** An example of converged motion estimation

Figure 5.3 shows an example, where the penalty of pixels in slice 1 is assigned as 1, and that of slice 2 is assigned as 2, meaning that the slice 1 is more important than
slice 2. In figure 5.3 (a), assume the original MSE is equal to 50, but with the proposed CME, it will be added with the penalty which is equal to 15 i.e., 
\(2+2+2+2+2+1+1+1\), therefore the MSE\(_{\text{CME}}\) is equal to 65. With the same reason, MSE\(_{\text{CME}}\) in figure 5.3 (b) is 64 given the original MSE as 52. As a result in this example, the reference block in figure 5.3 (b) has a smaller MSE\(_{\text{CME}}\) and thus will be chosen for prediction, although it has a larger original MSE.
Chapter 6

Experimental Results

In the chapter, we compare the proposed method with the “Raster scan” and the “Dispersed” macroblock assignments, both of them are the FMO mode included in the standard. The parameters of our experimental environment are set as follows:

- Test sequence: Forman, Coastguard, Stefan
- Group of Picture (GOP): I P P P P P ......
- GOP size: 15 frames
- Frame rate: 30 fps
- Frame format: QCIF (176 x 144 pixels)
- Slice number: 6 slices
- The per pixel penalty in CME $c_i = i$, for $i = 1$ to 6, where the slice is numbered in descending order of IF( Slice$_i$)
- Packet size: 16 bytes
- Overall bit rate: 340Kbps (Forman), 360Kbps (Coastguard), 980Kbps (Stefan)
The video sequences are encoded and decoded using JM 12.1, where the code of motion estimation is modified to support CME. In our experiments, “Raster scan” and “Dispersed” are Equal Error Protection (EEP) with the same overall bit rate. We add the “Simple UEP” which reorders the macroblocks according to their impact factors.
Figure 6.2 The PSNR when packet loss rate reach (a) 10% (b) 20% in Coastguard (IF) and then sequentially assign to 6 slices of equal size in order to test the effect of our macroblock assignments scheme. To test the effect of CME, we compare “Proposed UEP method without CME” and “Proposed UEP method with CME”. The measured average PSNR results of Forman, Coastguard, and Stefan with packet loss
Figure 6.3  The PSNR when packet loss rate reach (a) 10% (b) 20% in Stefan

rate 10% and 20% are shown in figure 6.1(a)(b), figure 6.2(a)(b), and figure 6.3(a)(b), respectively. The efficiency of using packet loss rate 20% is better than that of using 10% because EEP can not handle high packet loss rate. We can see that Dispersed is better than Raster scan because error concealment is more efficient in
Figure 6.4  The average PSNR when packet loss rate equal to 5% ~ 25% in video stream (a) Forman (b) Coastguard (c) Stefan
Dispersed than Raster scan. Simple UEP performs well than Raster Scan and Dispersed mode in all cases, showing that the proposed macroblock classification scheme can correct estimate the importance of macroblock; therefore, unequal protection can achieve a better result. We can see that the proposed UEP method without CME is better than simple UEP, showing that using k-means clustering and the variation of Dispersed mode can improve the quality indeed. The performance gain is about 2 db. The PSNR are even higher if we used CME, showing that CME will further improve our proposed UEP method indeed. Because there are no motion vectors in I frame, CME can not be performed in I frame Thus CME can not improve our proposed UEP method at I frame in a GOP as shown in each result. Figure 6.4 shows the PSNR result as a function of packet loss rates, ranging from 5% to 25%. When the packet loss rate reaches 5%, EEP is better than UEP because the protection rate is high enough to handle most channel errors, but UEP would not be able to in the situation. With the increasing of packet loss rate, the efficiency of UEP is more obvious especially in Coastguard because UEP protect the important data with more RS code. When packet loss rate reach 25%, the measured PSNR of UEP is almost equal to EEP because the overall bit rate is not high enough to handle the high packet loss rate no matter weather UEP or EEP is used. From the above figures, it is clear that our proposed method could maintain the quality.

According to the results of the Simple UEP, our macroblock classification scheme correctly estimates the importance of macroblocks and, therefore, achieve a better performance than Dispersed mode (EEP) and Raster Scan mode (EEP). The results of the proposed UEP method without CME show the superiority of our macroblock assignment scheme, which is based on the variation of dispersed mode and k-means clustering algorithm. Finally, the results of the proposed UEP method with CME show that CME can further improve the performance.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, an unequal error protection scheme has been presented. We proposed a distortion estimation scheme to determine the importance (called Impact Factor) of each macroblock, and performed k-means clustering algorithm to process macroblock assignment based on dispersed FMO mode. Converged motion estimation is used to make macroblocks be referenced unbalanced such that highly important macroblocks are converged on few only. After encoding with generated FMO table, these highly important macroblocks will be protected with much more FEC than others. We allocated the channel rate according to the impact factor of each macroblock to determine how much protection we need to assign. Simulation results show that the proposed UEP method improves the quality of the decoded video for H.264 streams, and converged motion estimation can further improve it.
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